The Consistent Cash Flow System
Please note that all information is provided ‘as is’ and no guarantees are given whatsoever as to the amount of profit
you will make if you use this system. Neither the seller of this system, the publisher or any affiliates can be held
responsible for any profits or losses from following this information, all betting involves an element of risk and you
should never bet with money you cannot afford to lose

You Have Purchased FULL Resell rights for this superb information.
You can sell it and keep 100% of the Profits!

BRIEF INTRODUCTION
We hope you find this system interesting and informative and come back
to us to try out some of our top quality betting information, we pride ourself
on being the most honest and comprehensive site for today’s expert
gambler, all our information is used by pro gamblers who make a living
from betting.
Before you start there are two things you will need.
Discipline
This is the most important betting tool that you must develop, without it
you would be as well donating your money straight to the bookmakers.
No longer will you be the idiot who gets the tip of the century only to
lose it in a stupid yankee or a simple double. Multiple bets are for losers
and should be avoided at all costs or the bookmakers are always going
to make money from you.
Multiple bets are for other idiots they are not for you. Do not get greedy,
be happy to make a profit. Every time you make a profit, you
win. Multiple small profits make big wins.

A computer with an Internet connection
I am assuming you have this already or you wouldn’t be reading this. It
is not an absolute necessity because the system can be used in the
high street bookmakers but as soon as you realise how simple this
system is you will need to know where the best prices are offered and
enjoy how easy it is to make money on the internet!.
In order to take maximum benefit from „The Consistent Cash Flow
System‟, it is highly recommended that you join honourable online
bookmakers and have more than one account so you get the best
prices, remember pro gambers always find the best price.
There are numerous direct quick links available in this package to save
you time searching.
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Let me explain a little about this incredibly simple system. It is so
effective it can be used for virtually every type of sports betting and is
quite effective in the internet casinos for roulette. I will explain how it
works with football, greyhound racing, snooker, baseball, etc.
This system is not recommended for horse racing.
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THE SYSTEM
To explain ‘The Consistent Cash Flow System’. Let’s start with football.
When I look at a football match, I look at the season a whole. I see
winners and I see losers and as a result I have 2 principles:
In the long term
Winners will always be winners and
Losers will always be losers.
What is consistent is that there are no certainties and
What is certain is that there are consistencies
We should know this but how many times when we pick a fixed odds
coupon does a big team let us down, far too often.(leave multiple bets
alone)
Have a look at last season’s Premier League table.

Chelsea have won 27 games,
drawn 5 and lost 6 games last
season (2009/10). They have
won 22 times more games than
they have lost.
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They are not certainties to win but they are winners because they
consistently win.
Portsmouth on the other hand have won 7 games, drawn 7 and lost
24. They have lost 17 times more games than they have won.
They are not certainties to lose but they are losers because they
consistently lose.
Last season the top 3 teams and the bottom 3 teams in the Premiership
have made me £1450.
Chelsea - £270, Man Utd - £270, Arsenal - £230
Burnley - £240, Hull City £200 and Portsmouth - £240
Now take in the other leagues and the European Leagues and the
sky is the limit.
How is it done?
First of all you must select a target profit It can be anything you want
from 50p to £50 or higher. (the target profit is the difference between
stake and returns i.e in order to make a target profit of £2 at a price of
4/6 then a bet of £3 is required. £3 at 4/6 returns £5 (£5 return - £3
stake = £2 profit)
Secondly use the internet to your advantage. All of the online
Bookmakers offer single bets on all Sports with competing odds.
Register with The Bookmakers below and choose the best available
price,
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/free-bets
The bookmaker that has consistently better odds and that will give you
a massive £200 in Free Bets is:
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/sports/bet365.php
This is the best bookmaker in our opinion and anybody who wants to
get off to a good start with £200 in free bets and the best prices should
have an account with them
Click Here to get £200 in free bets from Bet365.
But why stop there? Go to the site below to get loads more free bets:
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/free-bets
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UK FOOTBALL
Now using a target profit of £2 and Manchester Utd as an example the
system works as follows.
Game 1
Manchester Utd at home best price 1/3 at Bet365
Target profit is £2
Bet must be £6
Return if bet wins = £8 (stake + target profit)
Bet wins> start again for target profit of £2
If bet loses Target profit will now be £8 (stake 1 + target profit) so we go
to Game 2
Game 2
Manchester Utd away best price 4/6 at Ladbrokes
Target profit is £8
Bet must be £12
Return if bet wins = £20 (stake + target profit)
Bet wins> start again for target profit of £2
If bet loses Target profit will be £20 (stake 1 + stake 2 + target profit)

Game 3
Manchester Utd at home best price 2/5 at William Hill
Target profit is £20
Bet must be £50
Return if bet wins = £70 ( stake + target profit)
Bet wins> start again for target profit of £2
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If bet loses Target profit will be £70 ( stake 1 + stake 2 + stake 3 +
target profit)

Now at this point you may be getting a little worried that your stake is
increasing significantly. Don‟t panic Man Utd only lost 7 games last
season in total and believe it or not if you use the internet correctly then
these will have been the only 5 games requiring you to have made an
increased bet on the next game.
By simply using Bet365 you can pick the bet ‘draw no bet’ (asian line
handicap) which simply means that your stake will be returned if the
game finishes in a draw! Not at all bad!
I have made £1450 from The Premier League alone last season.
How have I managed this?
Well my target profit was and still is £10.
At the start of the season I chose the three teams I felt most likely to
finish in the top three; Man United, Chelsea and Arsenal
I also chose the three teams that I considered most likely to get
relegated; which for me this season are
West Ham, Stoke and Wigan.
THREE WINNERS AND THREE LOSERS
Man Utd have won 27 games (27 x £10 target profit = £270), Chelsea
won 25 games (25 x £10 target profit = £250) and Arsenal have won 24
games (24 x £10 target profit = £240)
Between them Burnley, Hull City and Portsmouth have lost 68 games
between them (68 x £10 target profit = £680)
I am also using ‘The System’ in the other English, Scottish and
European leagues.
My tip would be to check the odds at the start of the season for League
winners and outsiders. Use the three top teams and the three likely to
be relegated and bet each winner to win and each loser to lose. At the
end of the season you will be showing a fantastic profit.
Be careful and end your bets before the end of the season or you
will be chasing money at the start of the next season
Before I show you how this can be used in other sports betting
let‟s make sure you understand the system
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1. Have a profit target and stick to it
2. Pick your teams
3. Find the best price
4. Bet the amount required to return your target profit
5. If the bet loses the next bet with the same team needs to cover
the initial bet and the target profit and so on until a winning bet is
made
It is important to realise that losing bets do occur but also important to
realise that your winning teams consistently win and the bet will profit
sooner rather than later.
For a list of the best Bookmakers including all the information you need
to be able to make informed decisions on which ones to use you need
go to
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/free-bets
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OTHER SPORTS
With football matches there are three results possible, win, lose or
draw.
The draw is the catcher unless you use the special bet of ‘draw no bet’
available from some of the internet bookmakers.
A game does exist which gives the only options as win or lose.
God Bless America for giving us BASEBALL.
BASEBALL
The game that always plays to a finish and there is never a draw.
Do you know that there are over 2400 games in the regular baseball
season?
Thanks to this system I see 2400 winning games.
During a regular season at baseball each team plays 162 games. In the
2009 season the highest winning team won 96 games and the lowest
won 66.
To me that means that the highest winning team made 96 x Target
profit and the lowest winning team made 66 x target profit.
The best teams win 3 out of 5 games and the worst wins 2 out of 5
games. The important thing to remember is EVERY team WINS.
There are 30 teams in the baseball leagues
and every one of them wins games.
By betting each team until they win the target
profit then you will have 2400x target profit by
the end of the season.
Don’t believe me then look at the following
example where the same teams play each
other 10 times. You may think that by betting
two teams in the same game then your
returns match your bet.
Wrong your winning team returns a profit and the other will return a
profit eventually. (Use a target profit of £2 for baseball)
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TEAM A
return

Bet

Game
1
£2
Game
2
£2
Game
3
£2
Game
4
£2
Game
5
£4
Game
6
£2
Game
7
£4
Game
8
£8
Game
9
£2
Game
10 £2
Total bet
Total return
Total profit

price return

TEAM B

Bet

price

EVS

£4

£2

EVS

£0

EVS

£4

£4

EVS

£0

EVS

£4

£8

EVS

£0

EVS

£0

£16

EVS

£32

EVS

£8

£2

EVS

£0

EVS

£0

£4

EVS

£8

EVS

£0

£2

EVS

£4

EVS

£16

£2

EVS

£0

EVS

£4

£4

EVS

£0

EVS

£0

£8

EVS

£16

£30
£40
£10

Total bet
Total return
Total profit

£52
£60
£8

As you can see, even when teams are playing each other all the time,
and as long as you keep your target profit the same and don’t panic
when a team has a losing streak then you will find that every team
makes you a winner and every game brings a return.
There are 15 games every day and if you have a target profit of £2 for
every team then as the season progresses you will find that you have
made £30 a day every day and about £4800 by the end of the season.
To increase your profit further then consider using handicap
betting for the underdog.
I.e. Team 1 are favourites at 4/6
Team 2 are underdogs at 11/8 but are 9/10 with a 2.5 run start
If you bet team 1 to return your target profit as normal and bet
team 2 with a 2.5 run start then if team 1 beats team 2 by one or
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two runs then both teams win returning you twice your target
profit on one game.
* A word of caution. Don’t bet right up until the end of the season as
you could end up with a team on a small losing streak and your stake
cannot be recovered until the following season. Plan to stop with about
10 days of play left.
Be careful because the bookmakers will know this bet and
recognise it if you keep winning. Register with as many as you can
and spread your bets around.
The Best Bookies to Use for betting on baseball can be viewed by
going to
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/free-bets
Best USA Bookmakers:
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/sports/bodog.php
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/sports/betus.php
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/sports/intertops.php
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THE BET TO END ALL BETS
From the above example of teams playing each other at Baseball and
seeing how your profits accumulate you should now understand that
the best bet that exists is a game where there are only 2 possible
outcomes.
Believe it or not Football has the exact same 2 possible outcomes.
It is the bet to end all bets and the potential to make large and regular
sums of money is ridiculously easy.
I have been unconsciously using ‘the system’ since the start of the
2009/10 football season and it is only recently that I have realised how
effective it is and what a potential goldmine it has become.
So how does football have only two possible outcomes when there is
the potential to draw?
Live betting is the answer.
I was aware of live betting offered by the online bookmakers but I was
not going to bet on who would score the next goal, or who would win
the game because I did not know the answer and no goals might be
scored and the draw might occur.
I wanted to bet on something I knew would happen.
I was going through the online bookmakers and could not believe my
eyes when I saw it.
YOU can bet on which team is awarded the next throw in, the next
foul, the next corner and the next goal kick.
Now how many throw ins, free kicks, goal kicks and corners are
awarded in an average football match.
Now assuming that 20 throw ins, 20 free kicks, 12 goal kicks and 8
corners are awarded in an average football match then you have the
potential to return 60 x your target profit in one game.
I can only find 2 bookmakers offering this bet on live football matches
they are
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/sports/bet365.php
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/sports/williamhill.php
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If you are betting in a live football match the use the same principle as
in baseball. There are only two outcomes either one team or the other
is awarded the next throw in, free kick etc.
Use two of the bookmakers listed and bet each team for the next free
kick etc until your target profit is returned and stop when there is about
10 minutes to go or a small losing run might occur.
Using a target profit of £2 then you could safely return about £80 per
game.
It really is the bet to end all bets.
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GREYHOUNDS
Greyhound racing is another fantastic bet using this system. What is
even better is that odds on greyhound racing are so good the stake
required is a hell of a lot less than the other sports mentioned.
Every day there are between 4 and 8
greyhound race meetings on in the
UK.
This system allows you to make
money every day at every meeting
and how ever much you win is up to
you.
Once again set a profit target. We will use an example of £2 again.
Each bookmaker sets odds for a trap challenge before the meeting
starts. i.e. odds are set on the number of times a trap number wins
during the meeting. The system is simple, pick the two trap numbers
that are favourite and bet them using the system until they win.
It works, it happens, and I have never seen it fail.
With 8 meetings a day and winning £4 per meeting with a £2 target
profit then there is another £32 a day to add to your other winnings.
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SNOOKER
Snooker is probably one of the best bets available on the internet.
What I have found is that a player like Ronnie O’Sullivan is sometimes
such a huge odds on favourite to win a snooker match That in order to
get your £2 target profit then you need to stake a large amount and the
danger is he could lose.
Now that you know the system what you should be looking at is not
whether Ronnie will win or lose but that Ronnie will certainly win one or
two frames.
Next frame betting is a great bet and a few bookmakers participate in
this including Bet365 and William Hill.
The odds on next frame
betting are more realistic as
although Ronnie’s opponent
might not win the match, he
certainly has a chance of
winning a frame and as such
the bookmakers offer much
better odds for Ronnie to win
the next frame than they do
on the match.
Use ‘The System’, pick a target of how many frames you think Ronnie
will win and keep betting him to win the target profit until he wins the
amount you want.
I.e. You think Ronnie will win at least 3 frames in a best of 13 frame
match. Set your target profit and keep betting until Ronnie wins 3
frames.
(If you bet Ronnie to return your target profit of £2 in three frames then
your return will be £6. if Ronnie was at odds of 1/10 then in order to win
the same £6 then you need to bet £60 and there it is not certain that he
will win)
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CASINO GAMBLING
How do you make your money from internet casinos?
...By using the very same system.
Let me explain something for casino novices or even those familiar with
internet casinos.
Everything in internet casinos is computer programmed in favour of the
house. Most casinos have an average payout of 97%. This means that
for every hundred spent the casino pays out 97 keeping 3 for itself.
There is a way to turn around the house advantage and that is by first
of all understanding your nature as a gambler. When you make a bet
you want to win big. The casino knows this because it does not matter
how much we win we always want more and there is nothing that
makes you want to gamble more than winning.
These sites are programmed to recognise our greed to win a lot of
money. I am going to show you how you can win a lot of money every
day by winning a little at a time.
As I have mentioned our inherent greed as gamblers is our biggest flaw
but we can now use that to our advantage because internet casinos
actively encourage small wins at the start of play to make you gamble
for more.
Here is the system I use which is still based on the same principles.
I visit the roulette table and place a
£2 bet on the middle section at
odds of 2/1. I also place a £2 bet
on the last section at odds of 2/1.
This bet covers all the numbers
from 13 to 36 and is effectively
covering two thirds of the table. If
the bet lands on any of these
numbers I have made £2 profit and
I then leave the table.
£2 is not a lot of money but when you consider that a lot of the internet
casinos have 3 or more tables for you to visit then 3 tables at £2 = £6.
Then there are the numerous internet casinos to join and lets say you
were a member of 10 of them and played three tables in each and won
£6 in each casino. Then you have a total of £60 for very little risk.
Which you can make every day.
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Visit http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk to find all the best online casinos
in the UK and all the info you need to be able to bet with them.
It is worth while remembering that a lot of these casinos are throwing
money at you to join them. Take advantage of it.
Join, play the system, collect your winnings and very soon you will have
collected all your initial joining fees and you will then have the luxury of
playing with their money. I personally use exclusivebonus.co.uk as
they have all the information you need on all the trusted UK Online
Casinos.
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SUMMARY
Hopefully by now you will understand „The System‟.
If you have grasped the concept then you will realise the potential
for its use in all forms of gambling.
Remember and look at a sport and think to yourself what happens
a lot and consistently and how can I make money on it.
Let‟s have a look at another sport.
GOLF
What does not happen all the time in Golf but does happen
consistently?
A few things do.
1. Players shoot pars more often than they shoot birdies, bogies etc.
You should be looking for live betting where odds are offered on the
next hole. I know Bet365 offer this kind of bet where you can bet on a
certain player shooting a par, birdie etc on the next hole.
Again have a target profit and continue betting till you are happy with
the return.
2. Tiger Woods, Phil Mickelson, Lee Westwood
and Steve Stricker are the top players in the
World. Sometimes the odds offered on them
winning the tournament are ridiculously low and
they are not guaranteed to win. So how do you
make money from these players? Simple, you find
that they will consistently shoot the lowest round
of their playing partners at least once during a
tournament. The bet will be to have a target profit
for each player to shoot the lowest scores in their
respective 2 or 3 ball rounds.
‘The System’ when understood makes gambling such an easy concept
that it becomes an investment opportunity at every turn.
Do not forget the first Instruction. ‘The System’ will work and work well if
you use Discipline.
The second instruction is probably more important. If you have
discipline then you will consistently win and the danger is that the
bookmakers will ban you. You have to learn to hide your bets and the
only way to do it is to use the links available in the document to keep
yourself informed of all the Bookmakers and casinos and their offers
and practices and more importantly Get those Free bets and hide your
bets so you don’t get banned!
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Learn „The System‟, use it, enjoy it, profit from it and reap the
rewards.
RESOURCES
Best Bookmaker Info:
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/free-bets
Best 2 Bookmakers:
£200 total in free bets:
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/sports/bet365.php
£10 free bet:
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/sports/ladbrokes.php
Best USA Bookmakers:
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/sports/bodog.php
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk/sports/betus.php
Trusted Casinos:
http://www.exclusivebonus.co.uk
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DISCLAIMER
1. Gambling is inherently risky. You should carefully consider whether engaging in online gambling or any
other type of gambling whether it is suitable for you in light of your financial condition. 2. In general we
recommend that only "risk money," that is money that you do not need for essentials like paying the rent or
buying food, be used for gambling. Even better start with a low bank fund that you can afford to risk and
build it from there. That way you will play winning money, not your own. 3. While we make every effort to
verify the performance of any system we might be recommending, you are advised that past performance is
not necessarily indicative of future results. The risk of loss always exists in gambling. Past performance is
NOT indicative of future performance. 4. Our reviews and information are designed as an information device
for persons of legal age interested in making formula based bets upon single or multiple sporting events and
/ or combinations. 5. No guarantees are made with regard to results or financial gain from using any of the
products and services mentioned on this website. All forms of betting carry some risk, it is up to the
individual to make informed decisions on bets made with or without assistance from our products and
services. 6. we cannot be held responsible for any losses or wins incurred as a result of using our systems,
ebooks, software or tipster services or any of the systems, software, ebooks and tipster service we
recommend. 7. The material contained on this site is intended to inform and educate the reader and in no
way represents an inducement to gamble legally or illegally. 8. We cannot completely verify customers'
statements, but we do require that each person we introduce to you provide us with substantiating
information before we present their testimonials here. Also, while the testimonial may be accurate as of the
time that we hear from the customer, the customer's experience may have significantly changed over time.
While we will try to update our information on the customer providing the testimonial, we cannot assure you
that our information will be up to date. 9. Past performances do not guarantee success in the future, also
each individual profits from using our services will vary because of many factors the author and publisher is
not in control of and therefore cannot be guaranteed. 10. Any form of online gambling is illegal in the USA
and many other countries, it is your responsibility to find out about your local laws in regards to gambling
and if forbidden you should not even consider using any of the information or systems recommended or
advertised on this ebook publication. For all these reasons, your purchase and use of our information,
products and services and the ones we review and recommend should be based upon your own due
diligence and judgment on how best to use our products. You should not view our products and services as
responsible for any success or failure of your bettings; we provide tools and reviews of tools that you can
use to try to improve the success of your betting. Your decision to purchase and use our information,
products and services or the ones we review and recommend should be based on your own due diligence,
and not on any representation that we make to you. This manual may contain advertising or solicitation.
Please note that we do not endorse the foregoing, and we assume no responsibility for the purchase and/or
use thereof. The publisher, its officers, directors, employees, agents, licensors, suppliers and any third party
information providers are not recommending the above-mentioned service. We strongly encourage you to
independently verify all claims contained in the above advertisement. We also strongly encourage you to
independently investigate the company or investment opportunity. You are hereby advised that this manual
and its publishers are receiving a commission from some of the companies shown on their website for every
sale generated thru their ads and reviews. There are No warranties, This manual is provided “as is” without
any representations or warranties, express or implied. The publishers make no representations or warranties
in relation to this manual or the information and materials provided on this manual. Without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing paragraph, the publishers do not warrant that: l this publication will be constantly
available, or available at all; or l the information on this publication is complete, true, accurate or nonmisleading. Nothing on this manual constitutes, or is meant to constitute, advice of any kind. If you require
advice in relation to any legal, financial or medical matter you should consult an appropriate professional.
Limitations of liability, The publishers will not be liable to you (whether under the law of contact, the law of
torts or otherwise) in relation to the contents of, or use of, or otherwise in connection with, this publication: l
to the extent that the publication is provided free-of-charge, for any direct loss; l for any indirect, special or
consequential loss; or l for any business losses, loss of revenue, income, profits or anticipated savings, loss
of contracts or business relationships, loss of reputation or goodwill, or loss or corruption of information or
data. These limitations of liability apply even if the publishers have been expressly advised of the potential
loss. Exceptions Nothing in this website disclaimer will exclude or limit any warranty implied by law that it
would be unlawful to exclude or limit; and nothing in this website disclaimer will exclude or limit the
publishers liability in respect of any: l death or personal injury caused by the publishers negligence; l fraud
or fraudulent misrepresentation; or l matter which it would be illegal or unlawful for the publishers to exclude
or limit, or to attempt or purport to exclude or limit, its liability. Reasonableness By using this website, you
agree that the exclusions and limitations of liability set out in this publication disclaimer are reasonable. If
you do not think they are reasonable, you must not use this manual. Other parties You accept that, as a
limited liability entity, the publisher has an interest in limiting the personal liability of its officers and
employees. You agree that you will not bring any claim personally against the publisher‟s officers,
employees or affiliates in respect of any losses you suffer in connection with this publication. Without
prejudice to the foregoing paragraph, you agree that the limitations of warranties and liability set out in this
publication disclaimer will protect the publishers officers, employees, agents, affiliates, subsidiaries,
successors, assigns and sub-contractors as well as the publishers and their business. Unenforceable
provisions If any provision of this website disclaimer is, or is found to be, unenforceable under applicable
law, that will not affect the enforceability of the other provisions of this website disclaimer.
Gamble Aware: http://www.GambleAware.co.uk | Gambling Problems: http://www.GamCare.org.uk
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